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Dedication

     I attribute everything great about me to my
parents.  I am very fortunate and blessed to have
had two amazing human beings as my dad and
mom.  To add to the blessing, I was blessed with
my mom’s face, that I happily share with my
sister, Helaine.  This eBook is dedicated to the
amazing nucleus that was instrumental in forming
the person that I am.  My eldest sister was and
still is the rock, in the absence of having brothers,
Michele served as our brother, big sister, then our
mom and dad as the need arose.  My sister Vikki
put up with me as her annoying little sister and
grew to enjoy the thorn that I was in her side (hee
hee).  
 
     I honestly believe that strength and
determination is willed and within our ability to
possess.  However, I am humbly aware that the
foundation set for me by my family positioned me
greatly to carry-out my purpose.  Thank you,
family, for being you and most importantly for
allowing me to be me. 
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Introduction

     What are the benefits of learning how to
get to our best selves?  The answer is
countless!  Many of us know we are capable
of greatness.  We see ourselves achieving
our goals and fulfilling our dreams.  We often
daydream of the lives we want to live and
deep down inside we know our dreams are
tangible.   
 
     All we need to do is accomplish the life
we desire for ourselves.  Our purpose is to
become the person we are destined to be.
Consequently, the question becomes how to
do we get there? 
 
     It is your time to begin to walk in your
purpose, by becoming the person you are
destined to be. It is time for you to embrace
your journey and become your best you.
This eBook will provide you with 5 Steps to
Get to Your Better Self.  



Step 1 - Clean House

     What are you holding onto that you should
have let go of long ago?  Whether it be things,
people, habits, or a way of thinking, it is time
to clean house in all of these areas.  What
happens when you keep food beyond its
expiration date?  It spoils!  This is also true for
the things, people, habits, and the old ways of
thinking we choose to hold onto.  When you
hold onto things beyond the point of when you
should have released it, it becomes toxic.
 What happens when you are exposed to
toxins?  You become ill or negatively
impacted. 
 
     One of the areas that really hinders us, is
holding onto relationships beyond their
expiration date.  Everyone who enters your life
is not meant to be a part of your life for the
rest of your life.  Some relationships are
seasonal, in other words temporary.  Some
people come into our lives to help us to grow
in a specific area.  It is important to learn how 



to maximize your relationships and release
those who are meant to be released at the
appointed time.  This is applicable to all types
of relationships, professional and personal. 
 
     Likewise, it is important to grow as it relates
to your way of thinking.  As you grow and
mature, you must let go of old ways of thinking
and allow your mindset to mature.  You can
start by focusing on what you are saying
following “I am” statements.  Proverbs 18:21
states that “Life and death are in the power of
the tongue.” Therefore, when you start a
sentence with “I am”, what follows it should not
be contrary to what you are striving to be.  We
unconsciously speak death into our situations
when we declare negative attributes and
circumstances over our lives, such as “I am
broke”, “I am falling apart”, I am never going to
be able to ____”.  These statements are
feeding your subconscious with negative
expectations that you involuntarily live up to.
You must get rid of the negative self-talk. 



     Bad and negative habits are something we
all need to focus on eliminating from our lives.
Take an honest inventory over things you do
habitually and determine if those things are
propelling you towards your purpose or blocking
your blessings.  Since much of what we do is
habitual it is essential that our habits are
benefiting us.  In other words, your habits
should be good habits that are in sync with your
desired path. 



Step 2 - Cleansing Breaths

     Deep breathing exercises have many
benefits, such as aiding to the reduction of
stress and improving your overall mind and
body.   Begin to pay attention to your
breathing when you are anxious or stressed.
When you are angry, anxious or stressed
your breath is short and shallow.  When you
take deep breaths, your body reacts
positively. 
 
     Cleansing breaths help to relax your
muscles.  When your body is relaxed you are
able to refrain from physical tension.  Deep
breathing enables oxygen to be released into
every cell in your body.  This release of
oxygen into the cells helps to improve your
body functionality, which positively improves
your mental concentration and physical
stamina. 
 
     Deep breathing also helps to reduce your
blood presure.  When you are tensed your



blood, vessels constrict which restricts the
blood flow.  On the contrary, when you relax
your muscles release tension and your blood
vessels dilate.  When your blood vessels dilate
your blood pressure is able to return to its
normal state. 
 
     You may have heard of the positive affect of
endorphins.  Dictionary.com tells us that
endorphins, “are a group of hormones secreted
within the brain and nervous system, having a
number of physiological functions.  Endorphins
are peptides that activate the body’s opiate
receptors, causing an analgesic (relaxing)
effect”.  Well, deep breathing triggers the
release of endorphins, which causes you to
feel good and aids to the reduction of pain. 
 
     Another benefit of deep breathing is its
ability to assist with detoxification.   Your 
lymphatic system is positively impacted by
deep breathing, enabling it to release bad
toxins.  When your lymphatic system releases
harmful toxins, it helps to cleanse your body
and enables your energy level to improve.



     Deep breathing has many more benefits to
your overall body; to name a few it helps with
massaging your organs, improving your
posture, improving digestion, improving your
nervous system, strengthening your heart,
balancing your weight, helping with cellular
rejuvenation, and improving your overall mood
and disposition.   Consider scheduling
cleansing deep breaths throughout the day.  
Set your alarm to take a couple of deep
cleansing breaths every hour, you will be
amazed of how positively it will improve your
day. 
 
Deep Breathing exercise: 
   1. Breath in for five seconds 
   2. Hold the breath for five seconds 
   3. Exhale slowing for five seconds 
   4. Repeat ten times 
 
Do this intermittently throughout the day,
especially when you feel yourself getting
frustrated or tensed.  Pay attention to how the
deep breathing positively affects your
disposition. 



Step 3 - Positive 
Affirmations

     Positive Affirmations are not just 'feel good'
words or sayings.   Positive Affirmations are
actually statements that are spoken and
repeated to assist the narrator with re-shifting
their focus onto what they desire.  According to
Mindvalley.com, “Positive Affirmations are the
language of the brain, that follows a specific
formula.”  Scientifically it has been proven that
positive words spoken improve your mind and
body. 
 
Positive Affirmations follow three elements.  
   1. Positive affirmations should always be in
the present tense, such as ‘I am’ or ‘I do’. 
   2. Positive affirmations only include positive
words, such as ‘can’ and ‘will’. 
   3. Positive affirmations are spoken as a
statement of fact, such as ‘am’ and ‘do’. 
 
      



     There are many articles and books written
about the benefits of positive affirmations, as
well as countless list providing the most
popular positive affirmations.  It is important to
understand that since affirmations are the
language of the brain, it is essential that they
include the three elements previously
mentioned and are written to fit you and where
you are trying to be. 
 
     Let’s discuss a little of how the brain works.
“The brain is a complex and complicated
network of information that is always sending
and receiving thoughts and instructions at
lightning speed.”  (Mindvalley)  The brain is
literal, it does not communicate in future or
past-tense.  According to Mindvalley, when we
think thoughts our brain prepares us for the
action that should follow that thought.  This is
why it is critical that when you are making
statements about yourself and thinking
thoughts about yourself that those thoughts
are consistent with what you’re trying to do
and where you are trying to go. 
 
 



     Repetition is also very instrumental in
enabling the positive affirmations to become
your reality.  Think about how it was when
you were learning to do something new for
the first time.  At the onset it was difficult,
however after repeatedly trying to
accomplished the task, it got a little easier
each time.  Once you’ve mastered a task you
no longer have to use as much effort or
thought.  This happens because the brain
strengthens the connections every time you
repeat an action or thought. 
 
     Affirmations to some may be difficult
because when you first begin to recite them,
they may seem as untrue statements.  For
example, if you are out of shape and the
affirmation is ‘I am in great physical shape’,
you may feel like the affirmation is silly
because it is untrue.  The worst thing you can
do is change the affirmation to ‘I can get in
great physical shape’.  The change takes the
affirmation from the present-tense to the
future and the brain will not process nor act
on that affirmation.  Essentially “you’ll either
change the affirmation to make it  



comfortable, or you'll change your lifestyle
and habits to make the affirmations true."
(Mindvalley) 
 
     Five things to remember when creating
your positive affirmations: 
   1. Create affirmations that only contain
positive words. 
   2. Create affirmations that are in the
present-tense. 
   3. Be relevant 
   4. Repeat your affirmations – set a
routine 
   5. Make your affirmations powerful by
adding physical touch (For example, touch
the part of your body where you are
experiencing a negative emotion). 



Step 4 - Take Action

     It doesn’t matter how great an idea or
process is, if you never act on it.  Create an
action plan daily.  Decide what three things
you want to accomplish each day, and write
down the steps necessary to accomplish
those tasks.  It is very important that you
begin to see yourself succeeding and
reaching milestones.  You accomplish many
things on a daily basis and often do not
realize either how much you’ve
accomplished or how many things that
you’re doing that are not consistent with
where you’re trying to go. 
 
     Action plans are great because they are
like a road map to your goals.  When you
set your daily agenda in your mind, you
have every intention to carry it out.
However, often you fail to accomplish all of
the things you set out to do, mainly because
you don’t remember everything on the list.  



By actually writing an action plan, you are
taking the thought through to actually
documenting the action.  Your chances of
following through increased because you
can actually see that it is attainable. 
 
     Limiting the number of things, you wish to
accomplish daily is also very important.
Ideally, we would all love to do everything on
our list of things to do.  However, realistically
you will only be able to do so much in one
day.  Understanding that you will be striving
to accomplish small task along the way to
ultimately accomplish a larger goal.  The
idea is to have daily milestones that you can
experience accomplishing.  Our faith in our
ability to succeed is fueled by succeeding at
small task along the way. 
 
     Writing out an action plan may seem like
too much, however it is worth the effort.  Ask
yourself, if what you’re doing now is working.
If the answer is no, then remember doing the
same thing over and over expecting 



different results is called ‘insanity’.  You
have to be willing to try different things in
order to experience different results.
Ultimately, you want to succeed at your
goals and take the steps necessary to get to
‘your better self’.  Taking action, and having
a plan is critical to the process.



Step 5 - Recognize Your 
Accomplishments

     It is very important that you are your
biggest cheerleader.  You have to
acknowledge the milestones you’ve achieved
along the way to the goals you’re working
towards.  Recognizing your accomplishments
serves as motivation and energizes you to
continue to press forward.   
 
     The first thing you have to do is to dispel
the myth that it is arrogant to toot your own
horn.  There is a difference between being
proud and being arrogant.  We have to
support ourselves and believe in ourselves, if
we expect others to believe in us.
Recognizing the accomplishments, you make
along the way is instrumental to your forward
success.  Benjamin Franklin said “Without
continual growth and progress, such words
as improvement, achievement, and success
have no meaning.” 



     Written so profoundly, Marquita Herald
expounds on the importance of self-
awareness and self-care.  She states
“acknowledging your achievements, even in
a small way, increases positive emotions
such as self-respect, happiness, and
confidence.”  Herald provides great
suggestions of how you can track your
accomplishments, which as she states
enables you to see how far you’ve come and
also helps to plan for your future. 
 
     Herald is not speaking theoretically, she
is speaking from experience.  She has
implemented the suggestions she provides
and has found it not only be rewarding but
effective.   Here are some suggestions
Herald sites in Why You Should Always
Acknowledge Achievements: 
   1. Start an achievement journal – this will
enable you to track the milestones you’ve
achieved along the way.  It does not have to
be a major achievement; small achieve-
ments lead to goal attainment.  So, jot them
all down. 
 



   2. Create an Excel spreadsheet, creating a
tab for each month.  Within each tab section
the sheet by week and document your
achievements, just as suggested with the
journal. 
   3. Start a collection of stamps, bells,
spoons, thimble, etc.  Each time you reach a
milestone, buy yourself a piece for your
collection.  This has a two-way incentive, you
control your spending and you are motivated
to succeed. 
 
     A lot of research has been conducted to
understand the benefits of recognizing and
celebrating your achievements.  According to
Bill Carmody in an Inc.com article, there are
three reasons why celebrating your achieve-
ments is critical to your success.  Carmody
states that your physiology is changed and
your psychology is strengthened when you
acknowledge your achievements.  That is the
pro, the con is failing to acknowledge your
accomplishments, which is training your brain
and psychic to believe what you are doing is
not that great.



The last thing you want to do, is to be the one
who is discouraging you.  Secondly, Carmody
points out that a way to strengthen your
network is to celebrate with colleagues and
business partners.  Not only is this a conta-
gious motivator, it serves as accountability.
 Lastly, energy attracts energy. Consequently,
when you are successful, you attract like-
minded people in your circle and success
begins to breed success. 
 
     The bottom-line here is you are worth your
praise.  You are worth recognizing what great
strides you have made.  You are worth, re-
cognizing and celebrating your achievements.
You work hard to reach your goals and you
need to acknowledge all of the great things
you’ve done along the way. 



Next Steps...

     Now all you have to do is implement the
‘five steps’.  We read countless articles,
numerous books, and watch endless videos,
however often we forget to take action.  We
have all of the best intentions.  We want to be
our best self, but it will require us doing some-
thing different in order to garner different
results.  I have every bit of confidence that
you have what it takes To Get to Your Better
Self.   Sometimes it just takes a little
incentive, or a little coaching. 
 
     As a Personal Life Coach my job is to
assist you with locating the keys that you
already possess.  This eBook is a start, it will
help you to consider where you are and
provides a few nuggets to get you going in the
right direction.  However, sometimes it takes
a little more support, a little more guidance to
get us where we want to be.  If you desire to
go further on your journey with  



the assistance of a Personal Life Coach, at
Esteem NOW we are ready to join you on your
journey. 
 
     For additional information of how you can
work with Serwa Kenyetta as your Personal
Life Coach please visit
https:www.esteemnow.org/contact and
complete the Contact Form.   
 
     We are so excited you are taking steps to
walk in your purpose.  We would be honored
to assist you along your journey. 
 
See you at the top! 

https://www.esteemnow.org/contact
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  Serwa Kenyetta is a Native Washingtonian,
an Author, Personal Life Coach, Speaker
and Trainer.  She found her joy for writing

with her first book Rebirth of Me: Embracing
the Journey.  That expereince unlocked a

passion she did not realize existed.  Serwa
Kenyetta is passionate about motivating and

equipping others with the tools and
techniques required to realize their dreams.   

 
    Five Steps to Get To Your Better Self is a
quick sneak peak on how to begin to unlock
your potential.  Serwa Kenyetta is committed

to assisting her clients with attaining the
goals they've set, this eBook is like a warm

up routine...it gets you ready for the workout. 
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